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Introduction
Calm v10.0.1 is a bug fix update release.

Installation and version
Customers installing Calm for the first time using v10.0.1 or upgrading an
existing Calm implementation should use the installation executable called:
Calm1001.exe
This is available for download from the link publicised by Axiell.
Some versions of documentation refer to the original v10 release as v10, while
others refer to it as v10.0. For all purposes, these should be treated as meaning
the same thing. V10.0.1 will be used from now on for consistency.
The update should be installed using the instructions in the document Calm
V10 Installation Upgrade Guide.pdf produced 12/02/15 qnd revised 30/03/15.
If you are installing v10.0.1 as a new clean installation, or if you are upgrading
from v10.0 to v10.0.1 then you should follow the v10.0 installation instructions in
the document. However, you do not need to run the update utility. This
section can be ignored.
If you are upgrading from v9.x directly to v10.0.1 then you should follow all the
v10 instructions in the document, including the update utility.
In all cases, we would recommend that customers use v10.0.1 rather than
v10.0.
Once installed, the version of Calm will be displayed on the main menu as
v10.0.1. This is the official version release number. Calm also has an internal
build number. This has no functional meaning.
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Changes
There are a number of changes and improvements in v10.0.1. Many of these
are invisible to the user. Some issues resolved in v10.0.1 are:

XML export
This did not work in v10.0 and has now been fixed. It should now behave is it
did pre v10.0.

Overview scroll
In v9.x and v10.0 there was a problem with the overview scrolling, where
hitlists of greater than approx 60,000 records would not scroll properly, but
rather jumped back to the top of the hitlist. This has been resolved now, so the
hitlist scrolls from beginning to end of hitlist as expected.
Pasting text
Pasting large amounts of text into fields was sometimes causing Calm to
crash.
Loan tickets
Location field not appearing on Archive loan tickets.
Ctrl-F5
Ctrl-F5 find next hit term in current record was not working.
CalmView v3.0 support
Customers running Calm v10.0 now have an upgrade path to the latest
release of CalmView.
Support for Axiell Collections
Axiell Collections is a new staff web client being developed for Axiell
collection management products. Information on the release date for the
interface to Calm will be forthcoming but customers will require v10.0.1 to use
this.
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